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September 2017 marked a major milestone for the event production 
industry in New York City and Cerbelli Creative in particular; Michael 
Cerbelli celebrated his 40th Anniversary creating legendary events. 


There’s no way that on September 10th, 1977, American Legion Post 
573 in Canarsie had any idea what they were putting in motion when they hired a skinny kid to DJ a Saturday afternoon block 
party.  (Nor was it likely they knew it was Michael’s 13th birthday.) But four decades later, that skinny kid with the big smile and 
Radio Shack turntables has left an indelible mark in NY; first as a DJ, then as a popular emcee, then event planner, producer, 
and finally Executive Producer of grand scale events. The kid hit it big.  
 
As his resume so eloquently proves, Michael Cerbelli is a master of growth and reinvention. In the last forty years, the event 
production industry has undergone a sea of change due to the information & technology explosion. Those who do not adapt to 
change become casualties of change. Michael doesn’t just keep up with change; he’s become a catalyst for change – 
embracing and leveraging the newest and latest. But Michael has always worked to help others thrive in a world of change; 
from Michael Cerbelli’s: The Hot ListTM to the dozens upon dozens of professionals he has established in event production. 


So, what does he do to top forty years of excellence? How does he reinvent Michael Cerbelli after four decades? This is a 
vexing question even for Michael. But as 2020 nears, his heart is in sharing the wealth; bringing others along on his 
incredible journey and mentoring the next generation of event planners. 


“I want to turn this all over to dreamers. That’s the only legacy I want.” 


After watching Michael, who would doubt his chances at finding the right people to take the industry – and Cerbelli Creative 
– deep into the new century. And when they achieve their goals it will be because Michael achieved one of his major goals; 
“Paying it forward.” 

Michael Cerbelli 
Cerbelli Creative - CEO / President

The name ‘Cerbelli’ has been synonymous with the finest events in the world. From New 
York to New Delhi and from St. Petersburg to Santa Barbara, Cerbelli Creative is more 
than an industry leader, they have become the icon; the go-to entertainment producer for 
(among others) Billy Joel, Robert DeNiro and Sir Paul McCartney.

The key to the success of Cerbelli Creative is its namesake; Michael Cerbelli. Michael 
knows the secret to producing extraordinary events: 

An event doesn’t have to be large to be ‘big’. It doesn’t have to be extravagant to be ‘rich’ and it doesn’t have to be over the 
top to ‘raise the roof’. 

Neither number of guests nor the price-point of an event define its success. Real greatness comes in the significance of the 
event to the event hosts, in the value it represents and the memories it creates. Michael Cerbelli enjoys the same challenge 
and rewards creating an intimate function for a special few as he does in producing a multi-million-dollar event for hundreds. 

Cerbelli Creative is a dream factory, and their dreams are your dreams. If you can imagine it, Cerbelli Creative can exceed it. 
The satisfaction derived by Michael and the team at Cerbelli Creative comes from the wonder in your eyes at sights never 
seen before, the excitement of a moment never before dreamed, and beauty never before witnessed. With Cerbelli Creative, 
‘extraordinary’ is never an ‘intangible’, it is always and ever-present reality, simply waiting to be released by you.
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AllSeated Virtual Reality 
AllSeated
Sandy Hammer :: 212.210.6250
sandy.hammer@allseated.com

BaristArt / Coffee Artist 
BaristArt

Heather Greenfeig :: 
301.938.8023

baristartnyc@gmail.com


Billy Joel Retrospect 
Westwater Entertainment

Adam Sloat :: 303.736.2626

adam@westwaterent.com


Bukaty 
John Bukaty, American Artist

John Bukaty :: 970.417.0234

info@johnbukaty.com


Christian Faur / Crayon Artist
Faur, Limited
Christian Faur :: 740.404.1187
faurc@denison.edu 

Deadly Games
The Grable Group
Tim Grable :: 615.283.0039
tim@thegrablegroup.com

Digital Deception
Magicorp, Inc. 
Bill Herz :: 203.698.2460
booking@techmeetsmagic.com

DŌ, Cookie Dough 
Confections
Rikki Conte :: 646.892.3600
info@cookiedonyc.com 

Edible Selfie Photo Booth
MakeLab
Jonathan Moneta :: 
416.417.7275
hello@makelab.ca

Event Mosaic Wall
Amusement, Exhibit, & Event 
Services
Gary Boardman, CSEP :: 
800.522.0597
gary@ae-es.com 

Face Vocal Band
Westwater Entertainment

Adam Sloat :: 303.736.2626

adam@westwaterent.com 


Flip Disc Display 
Luster

Tom Briccetti :: 917.410.1122

inquiries@luster.cc


Harrison Greenbaum 
The Grable Group

Tim Grable :: 615.283.0039

tim@thegrablegroup.com


HYPERVSN Floating Video 
TLC Creative & Xylobands USA 

Jeff Ward :: 310.822.6790

tlc@tlciscreative.com


JetChill Dry Ice System 
JetChill

Brandon Kasper :: 321.914.0792

info@jetchillsystems.com 


Jordan Kahn Orchestra 
Jordan Kahn Music Company 

Jenna Hanks :: 844.800.7278  
booking@JordanKahnMusicCompa
ny.com


Levitating X 
Levitating Design Lab

Joel Paglione :: 312.566.8368

info@levitatingx.com


Michael Cerbelli 
Cerbelli Creative

Michael Cerbelli :: 212.256.1518

michael@cerbellicreative.com 


Paddle Ship 
Cirque Mechanics

Chris Lashua :: 800.770.1694

chris@cirquemechanics.com


Paintscaping 
Philippe Bergeron :: 
818.932.9491

phil@paintscaping.com


PartySlate 
Julie Novack :: 312.543.3028

contact@partyslate.com


Project OR 
Event Show Productions

Dorene Collier :: 813.760.0254

dorene@esptampa.com


The Rhythm Shop 
Silver Pro Entertainment

David Silver :: 973.585.6512

info@silverproentertainment.com


Rick Smith Jr. / Master Card 
Thrower 
Innovative Entertainment

Nichole Beasley :: 714.594.8559

nichole@inn-entertainment.com 


SmartDeco 
Portadecor

Andrew Zaino :: 516.882.1180

andyz@portadecor.com 


Spin-Spun Cotton Candy 
Spin-Spun All Natural 
Confections

Seth Bankier :: 312.880.7786

info@spin-spun.com


Step and Repeat LA 
Ben Toth :: 818.434.7591

ben@stepandrepeatla.com 


StretchSet Udon 
ATOMIC

Rob Barber :: 717.626.4408

rob.barber@atomicdesign.tv 


Strolling Bird Cage Buffet 
Champagne Creative Group

Robert Bannister :: 702.430.9122

robert@champagnecreativegroup.com


Style Tyle Chandelier 
Totally Mod Event Solutions

Chris Esposito :: 702.852.3570

cesposito@totallymod.com


Sugar Cubes 
Symmetry Labs

Vishal Agarwala :: 415.992.6688

sales@symmetrylabs.com 


Time Stoppers 360 
Tyler Yafuso :: 808.230.0069

info@timestoppers360.com


ViViD, The Fireworks Show In A 
Box! 
Grand Finale Entertainment, LLC

Jamey Fish :: 864.256.1694

jameyfish@grandfent.com


VR Brush 
LA Photo Party

Paul Culos :: 310.730.5277

events@laphotoparty.com


White Sparkle Fountains 
TLC Creative & Xylobands USA 

Jeff Ward :: 310.822.6790

tlc@tlciscreative.com


MC PRE-SHOW HOT IDEAS

Baristart 
www.baristart.com

Cocktails with Drones
www.onedr.one/cocktails

Johnny Manuel 
www.johnnymanuel.net

Wine Cork Artist
www.scottjamesgundersen.com
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